Designing Threat Detection Model for Emerging Software Platform
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ABSTRACT

By the emergence of Smart Phones and Internet of Things platforms, new software systems are continually sophisticated, deployed in high dynamic situations and permitting interactions across heterogeneous domains. As a result analyzing their security risks critical issue necessitates high level of stability and scalability in order to handle the dynamic inherent in such predictable systems. This article aims to discuss several security threats in traditional systems and their safety to deal with the new aspects of today’s software systems. It focuses on the security of Internet of Things and Android Platforms. The undertaken study reveals the emergent software, their security challenges, features of Internet of Things and Android platforms, to detect the venerable and dangerous interactions between applications which shares the common devices and proposed a Threat detection model to find out the security risks in emerging software platforms. It helps the scholars, academicians and software developers to cope with real world problems.
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1.1 Emergent Software Platforms

Traditional software relies on strict development chains, in which people, corporations, and, in some situations, entire communities develop and distribute software. In contrast to traditional development chains, emergent software systems involve a network of players who are responsible for the distribution of software and are more loosely tied. Furthermore, software development is growing more sophisticated these days [1], [2], as applications in emerging platforms move away from low-cost recreational apps and toward more business-oriented applications [1]. Indeed, emergent software has forced fundamental changes in how software is generated and consumed, as well as how users interact with mobile and smart devices, during the previous decade [3]. As a result, in compared to traditional software, contemporary software now has emergent properties. Unlike traditional apps, which are self-contained, emergent software platforms are developed from reusable components of software behavior. This trend encourages emerging software platforms to share features via inter-component communication on the Android platform [4], as well as IoT app interactions manifested through sensor and actuator coordination in smart homes [5]. On the other hand these platforms are also facing various security challenges, which may destroy the efficiencies of Android and IOT devices. Therefore this study highlighted various security risks faced by these platforms now a days. Several Internet of Things and Android Applications are emerged but the main focus of this study was the Smart Home platforms and Android Platforms. (Shown in Figure 1) Various researchers worked on the security risks of these platform which is illustrated in next section.

1. INTRODUCTION

Emergent software platforms have a huge impact on various parts of modern society, such as entertainment, human relationships, scientific advancement, economic growth and education. These modern applications are very dynamic and frequently interact over complex infrastructures. The growing market and widespread use of mobile and smart devices have ushered in a new era of emerging software.
1.1.1 Feature Interaction

In the emergent software era, interoperability refers to the capacity of applications to communicate and exchange data. Inter-app communication [6] and interactions between sensors and actuators in the trigger/action ecosystem [7] are examples of this interaction in the Android platform. The behavior of one feature (or a set of other features) is influenced by the existence of another feature (or a set of other features), which is known as Feature Interaction [8, 9, 10, 11]. As a result, the feature interaction concept adds value to the user's experience by providing value-added services. The feature interaction concept is discussed in the context of Android and smart home platforms in the next section.

A. Feature Interaction in the Android platform

Inter-component communication (ICC) or cross-app communication (Inter-app communication) are two terms used to describe how the Android platform facilitates interaction between components within an app. Despite the fact that IAC improves user experience and reduces development burden, it can be used to launch collusive assaults [12]. Reflection and Dynamic Class Loading (DCL) are two dynamic Java programming capabilities that can be used to hide this attack. Dynamic programming features are justified because their use is likely to increase in the amplified era [2]. For backward compatibility, accessing hidden/internal application program interface (API), offering external library support, and reinforcing app security, the Java reflection technique is widely utilized in Android apps [13, 14].

B. Feature Interaction in Smart Home Platform

In a smart home, many IoT platforms can control the same collection of sensors and actuators (i.e. Smart Things Groovy and Smart Things IFTTT). As a result, the race to configure, control, and monitor these devices may begin [15]. Users can install third-party software programs to automate their home's equipment on these platforms. Software programs deployed by users may interact in both physical and cyberspaces by controlling physical equipment in a system. This allows for sophisticated and varied automation. While providing a variety of alternatives for automating one's house improves the user's experience, it also increases the attack surface for safety and security risks. Interaction between smart home applications and gadgets has the potential to alter both cyberspace and physical space, posing serious safety and security risks. As a result, detecting potentially dangerous interactions is critical.

C. Cross Architecture Malware

The development of cross architecture apps and firmware [16, 17], which support diverse CPU architectures of Internet of Things devices, underpins interoperability in the emergent software era. This entails the ability to program Internet of Things devices of various architectures with a single compiler [18], allowing for heterogeneous firmware upgrades rather than monolithic binary updates. Furthermore, encouraging cross-architecture means that the code base will be built with diverse compilers and configurations (e.g., different optimization levels). Mirai virus was created for infecting various designs of Internet of Things devices in the Internet of Things malware sector. Due to its cross-architecture capabilities, Mirai was able to infect a huge number of Internet of Things devices for a few hours, causing a massive Internet service outage [19]. As a result, cyber-attackers are more interested in Internet of Things devices.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to construct a threat detection model for Android and Internet of Things, the major task was to analyze the threats in these platforms. Therefore, several articles and reports from literature have been reviewed which are based on the features of the emergent software’s and their security. Some of which are highlighted in the table given below. (Table 1)
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In order to construct the threat detection model several steps, analysis and calculation were required. Figure 2 discussed the core milestones of this research analysis.

4. ANALYZING THREAT MODEL

Information leakage, intent spoofing, and Android component activation are three severe dangers that are outlined as follows:

4.1 Information Leakage

When a receiver app exfiltrates sensitive data collected through IAC communications from other applications and sends it to an external location, this is known as information leakage.

4.2 Intent spoofing

Intent spoofing is a security exploit in which the sender app creates fake Intents in order to deceive receiving apps [46].

4.3 Android component activation

Because the Intent is not effectively secured by permission constraints, an Android component activation occurs when a malicious app intercepts an implicit Intent by defining an Intent filter matching the Intent [46]. The threat Model is depicted in Figure 3

A harmful component is one that makes use of Intent sending/receiving APIs to aid transport malicious Intents that include sensitive data for data leakage, are faked for Intent spoofing, or are received in an illegal way. A malicious component is the source of the data leaks. When the sender component is malicious, intent spoofing involves a path between two components, whereas unauthorized intent receipt involves a way between two components when the receiver component is malicious.
5. PROPOSED MODEL

After analyzing the various threats in emergent software, the next step was to design the model which helps to detect the security risks in Android Applications and Internet of Things. The designed model is illustrated in Figure 4.
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5.1 Data Collection

In this phase the collection of the data about the events of applications takes place. This data will be analyzed in the next phases to filter out the emerging software. Whereas for testing the proposed model the identification of data is based on the principals utilized in [47].

5.2 Evolution Tracking

App Interaction and vulnerability tracking are two essential milestones in this phase. The app interaction event and vulnerabilities tracking takes place in this phase.

5.3 Analysis mechanism

In this phase the analytical aspects, such as the evolution analysis and correlation analysis carried out. The evolution analyzer detects the app interaction events as well as their inspection, survival and elimination. On the other hand the correlation analyzer determines the relationships between app interaction event and vulnerability.

6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

For testing the proposed model, four bundles of android applications and Internet of Things applications were examined. Each bundle comprises of five to six applications based on similar features and compositions. At initial stage the data collection takes place. The data collection of each bundle was based on the criteria used in [47]. After data collection the data was analyzed by filtering them through all phases of detection model. The tracking phase in which the tracking of app interaction and vulnerability takes place identifies the threat. After that the last phase identifies the evolution and correlation among interactions. The accuracy rate of the detection model is based on the accurate identification of threat using particular data of applications. From the experiment it is found that the model gives 92% accuracy rate for threat detection. (Shown in Figure 5) Which shows that the proposed model will be helpful to detect threat and security risks and provide the efficiency of applications by removing the threat emerging events.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The undertaken study tend to propose a threat detection model to find out various threat occurs in android applications and Internet of Things. Therefore several applications selected to evaluate the designed model. The threat detection is totally based on the app interaction events and vulnerability events. For experimental approach four bundles of applications were selected. For testing particular data was collected which was the actions performed by the applications, timing to complete the tasks, app interaction, security and safety of the applications. This data was passed through all the phases of model to detect threat and to detect the event from where the threat was initialized. The results shows that the proposed model provides 92% accurate results, therefore this model makes the threat detection easy. By detecting and removing the threats and events the security risks will be reduced and efficiency of the application will be increased. The future direction of the research will be to compare several threat detection models and to suggest a robust one among all.
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